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News Briefs
ASME sponsors presentation about
the National Aerospace Plane
by Will Mathies
Staff Reporter
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers will host a
speaker from the Aeronautics
System Command, based at
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, on April 21, 1992. The
speaker, Lanny Jines, will be
talking about the National
Aerospace Plane (NASP).
The NASP or X-30 is a threepart program to develop a
hypersonic single stage orbiter. The goal is to design a vehicle for use by the commercial
airlines, the military, and the
space program.
Once completed, the vehicle
will be able to reach speeds
over Mach 10 from a level
takeoff; these high speeds will
enable it to fly from Washington D.C. to Tokyo in two hours.
The absence of rocket stages
and liquid oxygen will enable
NASA to reduce launch costs
by a factor of a thousand.

The design uses three
different air-breathing engines for propulsion. The first
stage turbo-jet engine will take
it up to Mach 2 where the airturbo ramjet will take over.
Once hypersonic speeds (over
Mach 5) are reached, a scramjet will be used. The liquid hydrogen used as propellent also
serves as the coolant for the
plane's titanium matrix skin.
Peak temperatures of 3300 degrees fahrenheit will be experienced on the leading edges
of the wings.
Lanny Jines is a project
engineer at Wright-Patterson
AFB and a Rose graduate. His
presentation will include the
latest technical data and information on the present status of the NASP program.
ASME invites any interested
students or faculty to attend
the meeting at 6:00 p.m. in
Moench Hall room E-104 on
April 21st.

Basketball Marathon benefits
March of Dimes
by Will Mathies
Staff Reporter
The Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity hosted its annual
Twenty-four Hour Basketball
Marathon 6:00 p.m. Friday,
March 27th to 6:00 p.m. Saturday, March 28th in the Shook
Fieldhouse. Twenty-four
teams from the Terre Haute
community played for one
hour each.
The marathon is a fundraiser for the March of Dimes,
Delta Sig's national philanthropy. Money is raised
through the sale of tickets.
Each ticket allows the owner to

guess at the total number of
points scored during the
marathon, one guess for 50
cents or three for a dollar; people with the guesses closest to
the final point tally win prizes.
This year the final score was
2818 points. The grand prize
winner was Johnathon Rich
with an exact guess. John recieved a6-Disc Teac CD player
from the Audio Connection as
his prize. Thirty other prizes
including certificates for free
food and videos were also
given out. A total of 556 dollars
was raised to help the March of
Dimes fight birth defects.

First annual suitcase dance
worth repeating
by Ryan Stafford
SGA Historian
Last Friday's suitcase dance
was a great success. Approximately one hundred fifty
participants came with the
hope of winning the grand
prize. Along with the grand
prize,several other door prizes
were given away. The Sophomore Class gave away two
portable CD players, a VCR,
and a television. The junior
and senior classes gave away a
Nintendo Game Boy, a discman, and approximately nine
CDs and tapes. The Trip to Las
Vegas was awarded to Tom
Campbell. Tom received two
round-trip airline tickets, a

limousine ride to the Chicago
airport, and $300 in spending
cash for the weekend. Tom
gave his extra ticket to Steve
Sunberg. Immediately after
receiving the tickets and
spending cash, Tom and Steve
departed from Terre Haute.
The only problem was that
they did not have time to pack
their suitcases (which they
had forgotten to bring).
Thanks go to the Junior and
Senior Class, the Bowling
Club, and the SGA Executive
Council for their financial support which made the dance
possible. Also worthy of
recognition is the dance coordinator, Bruce Artman.
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BLOOD DRIVE
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ALL DAY
MOENCH HALL
AUDITORIUM

State MathCounts winner awarded
Rose-Hulman scholarship
by Jim Ockers
News Editor
Cristie Mahler,an eighth-grade
student at Woodrow Wilson Junior
High school in Terre Haute,
placed first in the Indiana state
MathCounts competition and was
awarded the first undergraduate
scholarship Rose-Hulman has
given to a female.
The scholarship of $5,000 per
year was awarded in recognition
of the Rose-Hulman Board of
Managers' decision to allow the
admission of women beginning
with the 1995 academic year. If
she chose to attend Rose, Mahler
would enter in 1996.
A similar scholarship was
awarded to the top eighth-grade
boy.
MathCounts is a national mathematics enrichment program for
seventh and eighth grade stu-

dents,sponsored nationally by the
National Society of Professional
Engineers (NSPE) and CNA Insurance Companies. According to
Dennis Radecki, Indiana state
MathCounts coordinator, the program was started nine years ago
as a "way of promoting the study
of mathematics,engineering,and
science by providing a program
for kids before they get to high
school ... and helps to keep(them)
from taking minimal math
courses."
MathCounts features competition on two levels: individual and
team. The two highest-placing
teams were both from Terre
Haute; Woodrow Wilson placed
first, and Honey Creek Junior
High placed second. The top four
individuals will make up the Indiana team to the national MathCounts competition.
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More quotes: reactions to the board's decision
that Wabash College remain all-male
reprinted from
The Bachelor
"I don't agree with the decision,
but I'll live with it. We'll make it
work." — Dr. Joe O'Rourke, Department of Speech
"I'm excited. It's a big decision
in the life of the College and the
challenge that lies ahead as a result of the decision is tremendous.
And I'm one who likes challenge...
We had a great retreat — a lot
more learning about the College
took place by the Board of Trustees than I think has ever happened before. We realize that in
order to continue and be successful, we have to examine many
dimensions of what we've done
and figure out how to do them
differently and more effectively
in the future. So, it is the start of
an important period in the history
of Wabash College." — President
F. Sheldon Wettack
"I'm pleased. I am just very
glad that the decision has been
made. Obviously, I've committed
a good deal of my life here in
terms as a student and ten years
working for the College. I come
from a different perspective in
that I've been out there for ten
years talking about the place and,
obviously, talking about it as I
know it which is as a men's college. I've always believed in the
place. And I'm hoping now, with
this commitment and direction
from the Trustees that,in terms of
the future it will never be in question again... We are ready. We believe that there are students out

there that are looking for this sort
of environment and what it produces. We just have to let people
know about it and we'll have plenty of students in the future." —
Greg Birk, Director of Admissions
"It's great. It's like a monkey's
just been lifted off our shoulders.
We can finally go on with life. We
don't have to sit there and worry
about what the decision would be.
You can focus oil your school work
now. It's back to reality." — Conor O'Daniel, junior
"I'm somewhat disappointed. I
haven't been here long enough to
get fully into the issue, but I think
that the things that make Wabash
excellent ought to be shared." —
Professor Austin Works, Department of Political Science
"Yeah, rah, Wabash! I'm very
relieved. I'm very proud of the
Board of Trustees." — Rob
Rudicel, senior
"I'm happy with the decision. I
really feared that they would say
that they would go coed. I'm glad
the Trustees decided to stay allmale. That's one of the reasons
why I came here." — Harold
Moore, sophomore
"Now that most students have
finally got (what they wanted), I
think we should work with it and
try to do something positive with
it." — Ron Zimmerman,junior
"I'm really happy with it. I feel
that it's going to be the bestfor the
school. We'll keep our tradition
and prestige. It's a great school; I

love it." — Maurice Green,junior
"It's going back to prehistory."
— Frederic Robert, Visiting Professor of French
"I feel extremely proud of
Wabash. I'm excited about what
we are trying to do and I think we
can do it better all-male." — Susan Cantrell, Director of Public
Relations
"I think we should have gone
coed. The campus looks boring,
and girls are like walking
flowers; they make the place look
beautiful." —Waseel Azizi,freshman
"I am just tremendously happy!" —Steve Marcou,junior,Student Body President
"Once again, the white upper
class male has prevailed." — J.
Jason Wendel, senior
"Thank God my daughters
won't be allowed to come to this
hellhole." — Stephanie Robeson,
visiting student
"As a longstanding faculty
member and alumnus, I'm
pleased with the decision and with
the scenario to make the school
better." — Dr. Thomas Cole, faculty
"(Members of the Board of
Trustees) are a bunch of socially
inept delinquents. I think that
what they've done is backwards.
They're saying, 'Let's stay 160
years in the past." — Julie Russel, visiting student from Aberdeen, Scotland
Quotes compiled by Andy
Bieberich,Steve Campbell,Quentin Dodd, and Greg Griffiths

Rose-Hulman Alpha Phi Omega wins honors
by Brett J. Monroe
During the weekend of March
27-29, twenty-seven brothers of
Rose-Hulman's Tau Lambda
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega
attended the Section 52 Sectional
Conference in Muncie, Indiana.
The conference was attended by
approximately 190 membersfrom
across Region IV, including Indiana's section 52, Illinois, and
Michigan, plus visitors from Ohio
in Region V. Also in attendance
were national, regional, and sectional officers of the national service fraternity in addition to a number of Alpha Phi Omega alumni.
At the conference hosted by Ball
State University's Delta Xi chapter, members from the section's
nine chapters and one petitioning
group along with brothers from

four other chapters throughout
the region attended workshops
and seminars concerning leadership development, fostering
friendship and fellowship, and
providing service to the campus,
community,and nation,as well as
several fellowship events and a
service project at the Isanogle
Center, a camp near Muncie run
by the Indiana Easter Seal Society. The service project consisted
of painting cabins, cleaning and
repairing facilities, and stuffing
envelopes in preparation for the
summer season.
An awards presentation followed the banquet on Saturday
night at which the Rose-Hulman
chapter won several. Awards won
by the Tau Lambda chapter included the M. R. Disborough Out-

standing Chapter of the Year, the
1992 Sectionals Man-Mile award,
best roll call song, and a special
award for service to the section
for hosting a region-wide dance in
January. Individual awards to
brothers from Rose were the
Luzadder-Stone Advisor of the
Year award to Norma Laxer, wife
of last year's recipient Cary Laxer, Section 52 Adonis Award to
Tim Ezra,and an honorable mention for a sectional Distinguished
Service Key, the highest award
given by a section, to Mark Brehob. This marks the third straight
year that Rose-Hulman's chapter
has won the M. R. Disborough
award and the first time in section
52 history that any chapter has
won it three times in a row. In
addition to the awards, the chap-

ter also won its bid to bring the
1993 Sectional conference to RoseHulman,competing against a bid
presented by brothers from Purdue's chapter of Alpha Phi Omega.
Among the many events held
this year have been the Lake-AProf fund raiser for Big BrotherBig Sister and the Coats for Kids
clothing drive along with the standard fare of service projects on
campus, in the community, and
with scouting. Alpha Phi Omega
has also hosted a Leadership
Development Conference at Rose
in the fall and sent brothers to the
Region VI Conference at Indiana
University in October as well as
projects conducted by chapters at
Ball State, Purdue, and Valparaiso Universities. In the vein

of visiting other chapters, Rose's
chapter conducted the 1992 Tau
Lambda Road Fest during the
week of spring quarter break, a
trip to eight chapters throughout
the region, where brothers participated in several service projects and fellowship events. As an
ongoing service to the campus,
Alpha Phi Omega runs the Lost
and Found Office in the basement
of the Hulman Union. Also, the
Rose-Hulman men are currently
conducting the restart of the chapter at Indiana State University.
Among events planned for the
remainder of the year are assisting with the campus blood drive
and campus beautification, working at local Boy Scout camps and
events.
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Opinion

Where is the respectable candidate?
The presidential race has
certainly gone to ruin. Anymore,I
am concerned about voting for the
lesser of evils. I cannot find a good
candidate anywhere. George is
now saying he will be an agent of
change in the government.
Whatever happened to "Read my
lips"? I will not trust him asfar as
I can throw him,and Jam a wimp.
The leading candidate on the
Democratic side is Bill Clinton.
Bill is interesting to watch, because he has a mini-scandal per
week. The latest to date is a rerun
of his draft-dodging. Yes, he did
receive a draft notice before joining the ROTC. What next?
And then there is the potential
independent, H. Ross Perot. He is
a consummate businessman. But
can the federal government turn a
profit without raising taxes? He
may offer sound economic man-

by Paul A. Sigler
On a small, intimate campus
such as Rose, it is fairly easy for
an issue to become so outspoken,
so overblown that its true significance is lost. Take the issue of
whether women should be allowed
at Rose.
A collective groan arises.
I thought that was settled!
Yes, the board decision was
made, and very convincingly
made at that. Women will be coming to Rose-Hulman in '95.
But is it right that we should toss
aside a hundred years of tradition
just like that? And given the controversy surrounding the long
fight to get them admitted, will
the first females on campus be
welcome?
A pause. A chewed lip, a long
stare. A not-so-resounding reply.
Yeah, sure.
Few of us, if any, have serious
moral qualms about the issue of
right and wrong,in this particular
case. Of course women should be
given the same educational opportunities afforded to men. One
of the most important effects of
the sexual revolution is that, when
asked the question "Should
women be allowed to
?", we must always answer yes,
lest we be branded a chauvinist
and find thousands of irate
females burning undergarments
on our doorsteps. If it can be done,
females are to be given the chance
to do it. The only time that the
argument falters is when it comes
to females dying on the front line.
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agement, but I still have my
reservations. Most likely, he
would send the vote to the House
of Representatives.
However, I have heard very little on what is probably the most
necessary issue, the federal deficit. By the end of the year, it
should reach $4 trillion. I have
heard projections that say by the
year 2000, the federal revenues

will not be able to pay the interest
on the federal debt. This would be
disastrous. Now is the time to act.
If we wait, it may be too late in
1996.
Here are a few things I would
like to see be done to balance the
budget. First, we need to scale
down the military. We cannot
afford to support the military at
its present levels. Cutting the fat
out of military contracts would be
a large step, along with personnel
cuts and base closings.
Second, I would end social
security and the FDIC. The federal government has no constitutional business in providing
insurance. The social security pot
has been emptied by the Congress
for their pork-barrel legislation.
The nonsense must stop. No more
hidden taxes. As for the FDIC, it
has drained funds from the feder-

Try though they may, few
women's libbers can get too fired
up over that particular privilege.
If they could, I would be deeply
disturbed.
But, we all agree that, ostensibly, women should be allowed access to any institution which they
wish to enter. The problem comes
when the institution named
strikes so close to home; i.e., let
them go to whatever school they
want... except this one.
We all know that Rose is a toprate school — if you don't think so,
you could have saved about ten
grand and gone to Purdue (with a
brand new car, no less). Employers know it as well. Year after
year, Rose has cranked out an impressive assortment of wellequipped professionals in the
fields of science and engineering.
This school has turned a lot of
heads, male and female, from
across the nation. Because of that,
and because of the very nature of
the place, this institution stands
apart from its contemporaries.
And in '95, a large part of that
uniqueness will be gone.
When the decision was announced, many of the femalestarved students were wild with
joy. The effect was nearly
unanimous- we rejoiced, for our
school had just taken a step
towards the future.
Yet there was a silent mourning
amidst the jubilation. Even those
of us who had only been here a
short while knew of the special
character that this place had. As
small a taste as we had enjoyed of
that special quality, we still knew
that it had just been altered.
Forever.

Humans are funny creatures.
We live lives of constant flux , of
certain uncertainty; yet we can
never let go. We crave things that
will always be there: a monument, a landmark, an institution.
We long for the future, but cling to
the past.
And for over a century, this institution has been one to hold onto.
Year after year, with only a frail
piece of sheepskin and a heart
bursting with memories,the Rose
grad has left this place. And,
regardless of the pain, the hard
work, the long, long struggle, he
will take one look over his shoulder as he leaves. For deep, deep
down, beneath the joy of newfound freedom, a little voice
whispers softly...
God, I'm going to miss this
place.
The thought is gone-buried,only
to reappear in later years as the
alumnus gazes at yearbooks,
scrapbooks, old, dusty schoolbooks. Yet he knows Rose is still
there, and is the same as it always
has been. And the mere thought
comforts him.
That wistfulness; that longing
for a grip on something that is
slipping away- that is the reason it
took such a long, entrenched battle for women to win the right to
attend this institution. The morality is clear; women deserve to be
allowed to attend. The practicality is obvious,especially with
the multitude of grants which
aren't available to single-sex
schools. Yet it took years of coaxing and pleading to get the alumni
behind the decision, for, if Rose
were to go coed, their memories
would belong to an institution

The
Fish-Eye
Lens
by Gregory Ford
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al government because someone
mismanaged an S&L.
Third, privatise NASA. (We
could also privatise "national
labs".) I firmly believe NASA
would do better as a capitalist
venture. We do not need them
hanging on a government purse
string, sucking up tax dollars.
Fourth, we need to scrap the
National Endowmentfor the Arts,
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, and the National Science Foundation. (The last one
really hurts, because Rose has
profited from the NSF.) Again,
the federal government is not
empowered to run such programs.
These are just a few steps
toward a responsible federal
budget. Once the federal government starts to pay off its debt,

which no longer exists. And their
reasoning is valid.
Because of the shoebox nature
of the campus, the incredible
workload of the curriculum, and
the fact that Rose is all male,
strange things happen here that
are unique to this institution. The
differences are pretty easy to see,
especially as we think back over
the strained camaraderie of the
3AM study sessions, the near
duels over final lab reports, the
short pitched food battles, the
towel snapping, belching contests, lakings, and, perhaps most
importantly, the constant bitching about women (the lack thereof, or the opposite).
The admission of women will
change this campus profoundly,
and not just in the physical sense.
Some of the craziness; the madness and lunacy inherent to this
institution of mental anguish will
be lost. Because the men of Rose
have had no women to focus their
immediate attention on, they
have formed a sort of thousandman brotherhood held together by
the anxiety and frustration of a
mind-rending workload. They
share things which outsiders simply can't comprehend, because
they belong exclusively to the
microcosm of Rose, dear Rose.
And, indeed, this will be a
microcosm no longer. The admission of females will crack open
our shoebox and bring the real
world ever so much closer to this
lilypad on the pond of life, and we
won't be able to ignore it. We will
be reminded constantly. And
when the first shock comes during
Hell Week of Fall, 1995; when we
lay eyes upon the once prim and
proper female who has metamorphosed into a Rose student;
as we gaze upon her white, pasty,
unmade face,her drooping, bloodshot eyes, and her dirty tattered
sweats, we may,perhaps, wonder
aloud.
My God! What have we done?

BORED STIFF? COME TO
MOVIE & GAMES NIGHT
Friday, April 10,7 p.m.
United Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St.
Fun, films, and free popcorn.
Bring a Friend!)

then we can lower taxes, as we
will not have to pay for the interest on all those loans.
But what about Congress, you
say? The President can practice a
line item veto. Congress may
have the power of the purse, but
the President does not have to
spend everything that is appropriated. After all, he is the
chief executive. It is time for a
responsible President to exercise
his authority.
What is my end goal in all this?
First, I would like to see the preservation of the Union. Second, I
want to see the government taxes
reduced to 10 per cent for the
federal income tax. This is the
highest it should be. If Congress
cannot live on this, then it is being
irresponsible. This can only be
done if we elect responsible people to government.

What we had to do.
By taking this step, we have
kept Rose alive and vibrant. We
have done the right thing, however wrong it may feel as we
watch the Rose we once knew
slowly fade away. For times have
changed. And thanks to us, so has
Rose-Hulman.
But, it is true that things will
never be the same. An institution
has died, in order to spawn a new
and more capable replacement.
The transition will not be easy,
and for it to work, we need to believe firmly that the institute
which rises from the ashes will be
stronger and more vital for our
efforts.
Because if we don't, the coed
Rose-Hulman is doomed at its
very conception. And the old Rose
will have died for nothing.
Notefrom the author:PaulSigler is a Rose freshman in the Integrated Curriculum. For the record, he has known several women
in hislifetime, and hasfound them
to be very agreeable. His views do
not necessarily reflect those of
students in the Integrated Curriculum, most of whom were unaware that females exist.
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Sports

Baseball team still winning
by Jim Broskow
Sports Reporter
The Engineers continued
their winning streak last week,
upping their record to 17-3.
They have lost just one of their
last fourteen games.
Last Friday, They swept
Manchester in their first conference series of the season.
The first game was an 8-1 routing, but the second game was a
come-from -behind victory.
Rose was down 5-2 going into
the sixth inning, but knocked in
ten to take the win, which included a three-run triple by
Freshman Aaron Junkersfeld.
On Sunday, they were off to
face Oakland City for the
second series this season. The
Engineers once again took
both games against the NCAA
Division II team, with a clear
8-1 win and a narrow 13-12 victory,claimed in the last inning.
Rose finished up the week
against another Division II
team, Kentucky Wesleyan.

That win made the Engineers
5-0 against Division II teams.
The team's hitting has continued to excel, but with a
different leader each week.
This week's top hitters were
Freshman Aaron Junkersfeld
and Senior Brian Schwager,
who was all-ICAC last year.
Junkersfeld had two triples
and seven runs batted in last
week, and currently has the
highest batting average on the
team,at .370. Schwager picked
up his fourth home run of the
season against Oakland City,
which made the team total
nine, and continued to lead the
team in RBI's, with 23. Senior
John Sherrard has been the
most consistent batter on the
team, and is right behind
Junkersfeld and Schwager
with a .344 average.
The team gave up more runs
than usual last week, but the
pitching staff is still strong.
Senior Dave Gowans has held
his earned run average down

to 1.55 this far, and has given
up just four walks in over forty
innings. Junior Eric Mihal
picked up two more wins last
week to improve his record to
4-1.
The season is becoming
particularly difficult at this
point in the season. Personnel
rotations must be carefully
planned to make the team the
strongest for the upcoming
NCAA games, which might
mean sacrifices for the other
games, in order to secure a
post-season spot. Rose is still
ranked 26th in the latest poll by
the American Baseball
Coaches Association, but
hopes to improve in the next
bi-weekly review, with the
team's continued success.
The Engineers face Blackburn College on Sunday at Art
Nehf Field, and have ICAC action at Wabash College scheduled for Wednesday,games beginning at 1:00 p.m.

Rose ready for intercollegiates
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
Spring weather is here, and to
some athletes at Rose-Hulman
that means one thing. The outdoor
track and field season has begun.
On Saturday the team will be in
Indianapolis to compete in the Little State Championships which is
scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. Vincennes University, a recent opponent of the Engineers will likely
be the early favorite in the meet.
The team placed fourth this year
in the junior college indoor
nationals.
Tuning up for the meet, Coach
Bill Welch's team was on the
same track at IUPUI last Saturday for the Indiana Intercollegiate Meet. Competing
against much higher caliber
competition, the Engineers were
outmatched in every event.
Teamsfrom Notre Dame,Indiana
University, and Purdue University were among the leaders in the
competition.
Rose-Hulman did score one
point in the meet, the highlight of
the day. The 400 meter relay team

ran its best time of the year in 43.9
seconds to place sixth. This was a
great accomplishment considering the tough field of athletes in
the race.
Seven Engineers had their best
performances last Saturday.
Senior Jeff Seeman ran his best
ever 200 meter dash in a quick
time of 22.8 seconds. Senior Corey
House had his best outdoor 400
meter time in 51.5 seconds, but
still hasn't reached his flashy indoor times.
Matt Likes and Mike Miller.
both competing in the 3000 meter
steeplechase event captured their
best times of 10:26.2 and 10:45.1,
respectively. Rounding off the list
of personal records was senior
Steve Lawrence in the 10,000 meters in 35:16.2, and Matt Klink and
Doug Sowder on the 400 meter relay team. Welch stated that, "I
felt the large portion of our squad
competed pretty well for the bitter, windy day."
The windy conditions were not
favorable to everyone, especially
in the pole vault. Standout freshman Mike Brown failed to clear
the opening height of 153".

CELEBRATE YOUR

raduatton...
WITH A NEW CAR!

There's nothing like your first
new car or truck! It's one of
those important milestones that
you'll remember the rest of your
life, just like graduation. We're
making it easy for you to join
the list of satisfied car owners
because we believe that once
you try us, you'll stay with us!
You have the option to purchase
or lease your Buick, VW or
Toyota under one of our special
College Graduate Programs.
See usfor complete details!

FAHRVERGNOGEN—

TERRE HAUTE

&POO
C300C)($)
MERCEDES

BUICK

YOU(SWACIEN

AUDI

TOYOTA

PORSCliE

On U.S. 41... One Mile South Of 1-70
Terre Haute, Indiana •(812)235-8111
HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Features

CRossiwirolierPuzzLE
ACROSS
1 Ferber
5 Bartok
9 Prayer wheel
USOf

13 Nose around
14 Elevator man
15 Bedouin head
cord
18 Piano novelty
song
19 Brainchild
20 One — million
21 Left-hand page
22 Conte
24 TV performer
26 "— goes by"
29 Dry cleaning
employees
33 Sen. Thurmond
34 Gardener et
times
35 Doris or Dennis
36 Convention
VIPs
40 Overheed
trains
41 Before: pref.
42 Stephen
Vincent —
43 — from
(belittles)
48 Removes suds
47 Chi•chl
48 Twosome
49 Meager
52 Make lace
53 Eye part
57 Mayor's gill
to a VIP
61 Swiss river
62 Villa d'—
63 Good —
(nice guy)
64 Stepped heavily
65 At no time to
poets
66 Ernie —

MOM MEMO MOMS
MINIMM MEMO MO=
INIMMEMMEMMINIMMM
UM= MEM
MIONOM
OM= MEMO
MUM MOMMOMEN
OMR= MOM
MOM
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ME= MUM
OMMEMMEM MINIM
MO= WM=
MEM= MEM MOM
EMOMMOMMINIMMINIM
MU= MOM MOM
MUM MR= MINIM
M0992.MboneMedieServices

8 Residue
9 L.A. five
10 Antiquer
11 Diamond great
12 In addition
13 Schuss
17 Afr. river
18 Holiday times
23 Shot and shell
24 Biarritz
blintze
25 At this place
26 Inquired
27 Inscribed stone
28 Rendezvous
29 Malls
30 Blissful abodes
31 Peep show
32 Methods: abbr.
DOWN
34 Writer of
1 Arthurian lady
children's
2 Be too fond
books
3 Margin scribble 37 Diplomacy
4 Zoo attraction
38 Nichols
5 Pioneer of yore
protagonist
6 Lab burner
39 Derby site
7 Ignited
44 Graded

104:t

twometiroc.°

iclik3EstrwriNs

ttal(5 Fq•kgtke6MtANTS
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/fa 4
04/4/Ni
ffore

VI

segoara

emp,

45 Comic Johnson
48 Baseball great
48 Stamping
machine
49 RBI or ERA
50 Burn to
crisp
51 Flying prefix

52
54
55
56
58
59
60

Bag type
Pill container
Feminine ending
Pro vote
Urge
Haifa fly
Psychic
Initials
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